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Dibujar prisma (simetría)

Dibujar pa e rte

Dibujar parees

Dibujar eemets araterístis

mprbar
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MINIMUM REQUIRED
KNOWLEDGE

 understanding the fundamentals of multiview,
axonometeic and oblique projections
 understanding the principles of orthographic
projection (rules)
3understanding the different types of planes and their
projection
understanding the different solid primitives and their
projections
understanding the different types of surfaces, the
tangency and intersection between surfaces and their
projections
understanding the fundamentals of the vacuum (
material, boolean)
understanding the different types of cutting planes
and their attributes
understanding the main features commonly found in
mechanical components (rib, web, holes, lug,
chamfers, )
 understanding the different strategies of
visualization
understanding the fundamentals of sketching
(multiview, axonometric, oblique)
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TOP
VIEWPOINT

FRONT
VIEWPOINT

Sequence
(generaltodetail
lefttoright
toptobotton
outsidetoinside)

Breakdown of the
analysis
(subproblems)

LEFTSIDE
VIEWPOINT

Analysis of results (confirmation of the image)
 The concordance with the data

Solving (making the image) / Drawing (mental/freehand):
 Sketching process (principle
axes/boxingin, auxiliary points and lines,
proporcional
 Sketching sequence (linked with the problemsolving sequence)

3D Rough sketch to
represent the main features
3D Refined sketch
(low ability)
(high ability)
(freehand/mental, expert
(freehand)
mental)
Qualitative data analysis:
 View : kind of view/section view
 Solid :
 the general type of the component (main feature) linked with
the visualization strategy : (boxingin, revolving geometries,
vacuums, symmetry, )
 analyzing positive and negative solid primitives of each feature
 analyzing the common features of mechanical components
3 Surfaces:
 type of planes, contours
 type of curved surface, tangencies, intersections
 inside/outside surfaces
Iterative
 Identifying the vertex
process to solve
the main
Visualization strategies :
features
 identifying the different planes ( flat surfaces)
(breaking down
 removing from the boxingin
the elements)
 decomposing into simpler geometric form (solid primitives)
 visualization of the cutting plane
 visualize the vertex
 identifying axes/revolving geometries
 identifying material/vacuum (positive/negative, boolean)
 the attributes of common features in mechanical components
 The attributes of surfaces tangency and intersections
VISUALIZATION

 

3D

Results analyze
 the concordance with the data

Solution/Drawing (freehand, mental):
 Sketching process (view/cutting plane line
alignment, auxiliary lines, proporcional,
 Sketching sequence (axes, contours,
features,)

Analyzing
Identify the viewpoint in 3D

New views and section views
(low ability, freehand)
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simetría,
elementos )

iar risma simetría)

iar lano e orte

iar
arees

iar
elementos araterístios
omroar
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Experimental group

Control group

4,08

3,08

2,94

2,86
2,54

2,39
2,03

0607 partial tet

0607 inal exam

0708 partial tet

1,78

0708 inal exam







Experimental group

Control group

4,8
4,38
3,83

3,92

3,98

3,46

3,29
2,61

0607 partial tet

0607 inal exam

0708 partial tet

0708 inal exam
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Contact: Egoitz Sierra Uria
Institution/University: The university of the Basque Country
Department: Graphics Design and Engineering Projects
Adress : Urkixo Zumarkaela z/g, 48013 Bilbo. Spain
Phone: 0034 40133 Email Address: egoitz.sierra@ehu.es
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